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By Greta R. Krippner

HARVARD UNIVERSITY PRESS, United States, 2012. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English .
Brand New Book. In the context of the recent financial crisis, the extent to which the U.S. economy
has become dependent on financial activities has been made abundantly clear. In Capitalizing on
Crisis , Greta Krippner traces the longer-term historical evolution that made the rise of finance
possible, arguing that this development rested on a broader transformation of the U.S. economy
than is suggested by the current preoccupation with financial speculation. Krippner argues that
state policies that created conditions conducive to financialization allowed the state to avoid a
series of economic, social, and political dilemmas that confronted policymakers as postwar
prosperity stalled beginning in the late 1960s and 1970s. In this regard, the financialization of the
economy was not a deliberate outcome sought by policymakers, but rather an inadvertent result of
the state s attempts to solve other problems. The book focuses on deregulation of financial markets
during the 1970s and 1980s, encouragement of foreign capital into the U.S. economy in the context
of large fiscal imbalances in the early 1980s, and changes in monetary policy following the shift to
high interest rates in 1979. Exhaustively researched, the...
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Complete guideline! Its such a excellent read. This really is for all who statte there had not been a worth studying. It is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Tim othy Lynch-- Tim othy Lynch

Unquestionably, this is actually the very best job by any publisher. It really is basic but unexpected situations within the 50 % from the book. I discovered
this book from my dad and i advised this publication to discover.
-- Dr . Willis Wa lter-- Dr . Willis Wa lter
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